
Head Outdoors for The Adventure of Your Lifetime!

Dare to explore Japan’s great outdoors – where you can play, discover,
encounter, refresh – to have the adventure of your lifetime! Check out our

newest campaign featuring various kinds of outdoor activities (suitable for all
ages too!) in Japan. Snow activities in winter, marine activities in summer,

scenic golf experiences for golfers, adventurous hiking trails for nature lovers,
and encountering of rare, endemic creatures for animal lovers – all these and

more have been curated just for you!

Share your exciting memories to win 
 

Flashback to the excitement, the thrill, and most importantly, the fun – we want
to hear it all! Share by posting on Instagram or Facebook your outdoor

adventures in Japan and stand a chance to win amazing prizes. Along with
your photo, write a short story (max 400 characters) telling us the highlights of

your outdoor trip in Japan. The best share will win S$1,000 worth of travel
vouchers. For every share, remember to include our campaign hashtag

#jbyjadventure and the #prefecture where the photo was taken at.

Hot News 
 

SJ55 celebration is still ongoing with various activities curated for you to experience Japan
here in Singapore!

Important Notification 
 

We would like to inform you that you may check Japan’s latest update of
COVID-19 situation from the website in below link. Please refer to it to see

how your plans to visit Japan may be affected.

About This Newsletter 
 

This newsletter is exclusively brought to you by the Japan National Tourism
Organization, Singapore Office. Through our specially curated contents, we
continue to connect with our JAPAN by Japan community and members as

you are special to us.
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Campaign Top Page >

Share-your-story Contest >

Mount Rokko Athletic Park

GREENIA, Hyogo Prefecture

Mount Rokko Athletic Park GREENIA

is set amidst the beautiful scenery of

Mt. Rokko, overlooking Kobe City and

its bay. Themed as an adventure

kingdom, GREENIA has 7 sections

featuring 164 different obstacles;

while many are fun for children, others

are perfect for adults who want to

test their strength and agility. Courses

include water obstacles like swinging

on ropes and crossing logs, and a

treetop course involving nets, ropes,

swings, and a zipline to navigate from

tree to tree. After the challenge,

explore Mt. Rokkoʼs Observatory or

relax in the Garden Terrace.

Mount Rokko Athletic Park GREENIA, Hyogo Prefecture >

Golfing in paradise, Mie

Prefecture

Mie Prefecture is blessed with an

abundance of natural resources and

views, from breathtaking mountain

ranges and forested parks to the

stunning Pacific Coastline. It is against

this backdrop that you will find 68

very diverse golf courses. Tee up on

manicured fairways and rolling greens,

whether on a challenging seaside or

hilly course, or on enjoyable easygoing

links. Steeped in history and culture,

Mie is the spiritual home of Japanʼs

Shinto religion, represented by the

2,000-year old Grand Ise Shrine.

Combine your Japanese golf

experience with the magic of Mieʼs

rich historic roots.

Golfing in paradise, Mie Prefecture >

Fishing in the Kanmon Straits,

Fukuoka Prefecture

The Kanmon Straits is one of Japanʼs

best fishing spots, just offshore of

Kyushuʼs second biggest city,

Kitakyushu. Sports fishermen flock to

its rich fishing grounds for abundant

species of fish, including amadai

(tilefish), rockfish, and sea bream.

Many fishing operators offer

chartered sportfishing day-trips, with

package tours for beginners that

include fishing, as well as cleaning and

filleting the fish you catch. You can

also bring your catch to local

restaurants to have them cooked up,

or sample a variety of fresh fish in a

daigakudon (rice bowl) at Tanga Fish

Market.  

Fishing in the Kanmon Straits, Fukuoka Prefecture >

Norikura Highlands, Nagano

Prefecture

To the south of Kamikochi lies the

Norikura Highlands, a large plateau

stretching out from the foot of Mt.

Norikuraʼs east side (3,026m). The

area offers plentiful hot springs and a

fantastic variety of outdoor activities

year-round, with attractions like

waterfalls, flower meadows, and

caldera lakes. Go hiking in beech

forests and to Sanbondaki Falls with

its triple cascade, or enjoy a hot

spring soak in Shironahe Onsen which

is known for its bone-white waters

while being surrounded by healing

nature. In winter, hit the slopes at Mt.

Norikura Ski Resort or rent

snowshoes to explore the frozen

Zengoro Falls.  

Norikura Highlands, Nagano Prefecture >

Japanese Film Festival 2021

In collaboration with the SJ55

campaign, Japan Film Festival is

screening three films for free! Prior to

the commencement of Japan Film

Festival itself (7 Oct - 31 Oct), these

three collaborative films will be

presented on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

October respectively to celebrate the

55th anniversary of Singapore and

Japanʼs friendship. With the three

films, “Ramen Teh”, “Jimami Tofu”, and

“Threads - Our Tapestry of Love”, you

will get to know about the cultures of

both Singapore and Japan, as well as

the intertwining friendship of the two

countries.

*Reservations are required to join the

screening. The screenings have been fully

booked but join the waitlist and the Japanese

Film Festival team will call you if a ticket

opens up.

Japanese Film Festival 2021 >

Gourmet experience

If you are missing the taste of

authentic Japanese food, head over to

Tampopo which is offering specially-

curated SJ55 Lunch and Dinner sets.

For celebrations or special occasions,

you can indulge in the Lunch Omakase

Teishoku or Dinner Omakase Teishoku

set, both of which also feature classic

Japanese comfort dishes, like chicken

teriyaki, salmon shioyaki, and ebi fry,

accompanied by classic sides like

miso soup and chawanmushi.

Gourmet experience >

Travel to Japan through books

Since we canʼt travel to Japan yet, you

can relive the things that you love

about Japan through books! With

SJ55, you can get 20% off these

books which have been carefully

curated to celebrate the wonders and

essence of Japanese culture, society,

and business world. From childrenʼs

books to origami art and more, you

can immerse yourself in Japan page

by page.

Travel to Japan through books >

 

Check out more of these activities and promotions now to see how you can still join us

in celebrating the 55 years of friendship between Singapore and Japan. 

For more SJ55 promotions and activities >

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Advisory information >
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